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Summary

In this paper, we address the issue of multi-user receiver design in realistic multi-cellular and multi-rate CDMA
systems based on performance analysis. We consider the multi-user detection (MUD) technique, denoted interference
subspace rejection (ISR), because it offers a wide range of canonic suppression modes that range in performance
and complexity between interference cancellers and linear receivers. To further broaden our study, we propose a
modified ISR scheme called hybrid ISR to cope better with multi-rate transmissions. The performance analysis,
which is based on the Gaussian assumption (GA) and validated by simulations, takes into account data estimation
errors, carrier frequency mismatch, imperfect power control, identification errors of time-varying multipath Rayleigh
channels and intercell interference. This analysis enables us to optimize the selection of the MUD mode for multi-rate
transmissions in different operating conditions. The effectiveness of interference cancellation is indeed investigated
under different mobile speeds, numbers of receiving antennas, near-far situations, channel estimation errors, and
out-cell to in-cell interference ratios. This investigation suggests that the out-of-cell interference, the residual in-cell
interference, the noise enhancement as well as low mobility favor the simplest MUD modes as they offer the best
performance/complexity tradeoffs. Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. Introduction

The ‘third-generation and beyond’ wireless communi-
cation systems must be able to offer wireless transport
for a variety of information sources with inherently
different data rates, including voice, data, and image. In
such multi-cellular and mixed-rate traffic scenarios, the
conventional receiver fails to demodulate transmissions
from the weak low-rate users. It is therefore imperative
to use more sophisticated multi-user CDMA receivers
with better interference cancellation capabilities [1].

*Correspondence to: Besma Smida, School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge, U.S.A.
†E-mail: bsmida@seas.harvard.edu

One open area is the design of spectrum-efficient multi-
user receivers that will enable the future upgrade of
current wireless networks beyond third generation.
Transceivers selected for early implementation need
to achieve high spectrum efficiency in realistic
propagation channels while being well adapted to
multi-cellular and multi-rate CDMA systems. In
realistic wireless systems the performance of multi-
user receivers will not be affected by the thermal noise
only, but it will be damaged by various interference
sources such as the residual incell interference and
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2 B. SMIDA AND S. AFFES

the intercell interference. The residual incell interfer-
ence is due to wrong tentative data decisions, channel
estimation errors, and power control errors in the
interference cancellation process. On the other hand
the intercell interference that originates from users
outside the cell of interest may account for up to 60%
of the total interference in some scenarios [2]. Hence, if
interference cancellation is successful within the cell,
the performance of the system will be limited by the
interference from the other cells. Yet, little has been
done to take the residual incell interference and the
intercell interference into account in the system design.

So far, several multi-user receivers originally
proposed for single-rate transmission have been
investigated for multi-rate CDMA systems, including
the linear and non-linear multi-user detectors [3–8].
Hybrid receivers that combine different multi-user
detection (MUD) techniques were also considered for
multi-rate CDMA [9–12]. Most of these studies have
focused on the single-cell environment. Some works
have investigated the effect of the out-cell interference
on the performance of multi-user receivers, but they all
assume single-rate transmission and perfect knowledge
of the propagation channel [13–15]. To the authors’
best knowledge, no investigations that take into account
the data, channel and power control estimation errors,
and the intercell interference are available in the
literature.

This paper considers an alternative MUD technique,
denoted interference subspace rejection (ISR). This
technique has been proposed for single-rate DS-
CDMA [16] and it has been shown to provide attractive
perforamnce/complexity tradeoffs. ISR offers different
modes (referred to as canonic in the following) that
range in performance and complexity between IC
detectors and linear receivers.‡ At the low end, ISR
reconstructs the interference from channel and data
hard decision estimates, then suppresses it like IC
methods. Compared to the linear receivers at the
high end, ISR implements nulling along different
interference subspace decompositions. Each canonic
mode characterizes the interference vector in a different
way and accordingly suppresses it. To broaden our
study, we propose a modified ISR scheme called

‡ ISR offers a unifying framework for MUD that
encompasses almost all existing non-linear and linear MUD
receivers with much more variants that offer improved
performance/compexlity tradeoffs. ISR can implement ZF-
or MMSE-based interference suppression as well as a
combination of both. Here, we select ZF-type ISR for its
analytical tractability.

hybrid ISR that presumably adapts better to multi-
rate transmissions. Indeed, instead of detecting all
active users targeted for suppression with the same
canonic ISR mode, hybrid ISR splits them into
several groups based on their data rate using the new
block data structure, then applies different canonic
ISR modes for their nulling. This new approach
offers an even wider range of suppression modes.
In addition, the evaluation of hybrid ISR is oriented
toward an implementation in a future, real-world
wireless system operating in a multi-rate environment.
Indeed this analysis takes into account data estimation
errors, carrier frequency mismatch, imperfect power
control, identification errors of time-varying multipath
Rayleigh channels and, intercell interference. With
reference to the previous work [16], we summarize our
main contributions as follows:

� We derive a data block processing structure well
suited to multi-rate data traffic. We model both the
high-rate and low-rate users as serval virtual users.
This data model enables us to increase the precessing
window and hence reduce the noise enhancement.
In addition, it permits the implementation of a
multi-user receiver that simultaneously supports
multi-code, variable spreading factor, and different
modulation formats.

� We propose a hybrid ISR receiver that simulta-
neously rejects the interference from the high-
rate and low-rate users with different canonic ISR
modes. Indeed, in Reference [16], a MUD technique
was proposed for the mixed-rate scenario referred
to as Group/Hybrid detection. This technique
constructs two interference subspaces (inter-group
and intra-group) and then successively suppresses
the interference generated from each of them. This
double projection increases noise enhancement,
which is a performance degradation key factor
in a multi-cellular environment. In this paper, in
contrast to the former approach, we null a combined
and unique interference subspace in a single
processing step and hence significantly reduce the
computational complexity. We simultaneously reject
the interference from the high-rate and low-rate
users with different canonic ISR modes. This new
approach offers an even wider range of suppression
modes.

� We derive a link/system-level performance analysis
of multi-cellular and multi-rate CDMA with hybrid
ISR. This analysis, which is based on the Gaussian
assumption (GA), is validated by simulations. We
exploit the analysis results of single-rate ISR recently
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ANALYSIS OF MULTI-USER DETECTION 3

developed in Reference [17] at the link-level and
extend them to hybrid ISR. Additionally, we broaden
the scope of the analysis to include carrier frequency
mismatch, imperfect power control, identification
errors of time-varying multipath Rayleigh channels,
and intercell interference. Using the link-level
performance analysis, we will also propose a simple
computation procedure to evaluate the capacity in
terms of number of users per cell and total throughput
in a multi-rate multi-cellular context.

� We address the general problem of how to assign
modes to the different groups of users so as to
maximize the total multi-cellular system throughput,
given an operating condition (i.e., propagation
environment, multi-rate distribution). Based on the
link/system-level performance analysis, we design
an efficient suppression mode strategy for multi-
cellular and multi-rate CDMA, that strives to
maximize throughput while containing the extra
computational cost.

The organization of this paper is as follows: In
Section 2 we present a multi-rate data block model.
In Section 3 we introduce the new hybrid ISR before
we derive the link/sytem-level performance analysis
and propose a mode assignment strategy in Section
4. We evaluate the improved performance/complexity
tradeoffs offered by hybrid multi-rate ISR in Section 5.
Finally, we conclude in Section 6.

2. Data Model for Multi-Rate CDMA

We consider the uplink of an asynchronous multi-
cellular multi-rate CDMA system where each base
station is equipped with M receiving antennas. The
system consists of U in-cell active users that transmit
data with different spreading factors and different
modulation formats (extension to the multi-code
scheme is ad hoc). The data bu

n ∈ CMu for a user
assigned the index u is Mu-PSK modulated and
differentially§ encoded at rate 1/Tu, where Tu is the

symbol duration and CMu = {. . . , e j2πm
Mu , . . .}, m ∈

{0, . . . ,Mu − 1}. The data sequence is then spread by
a long spreading code cu(t). The spreading factor Lu

is defined as the ratio of the symbol duration Tu and
the chip duration Tc. We convert the variable spreading
factor scenario into a single spreading factor scenario

§ We can also use pilot symbols for coherent modulation and
detection [18], but that is beyond the scope of this paper.

where each high data-rate user is equivalent to Qu

virtual low data-rate users. The spreading sequence for
the kth virtual user (kth symbol) of the uth user is

cu,k(t) =
{

cu(t) for (k − 1)Tu ≤ t < kTu

0 else
(1)

We consider a multipath Rayleigh fading channel
with P resolvable paths and delay spread �τ. We
assume that the channel parameters (i.e., delays, power,
fade magnitudes, and phases) vary slowly and neglect
their variation over the largest symbol duration. This
allows for data processing in successive blocks of Qu

symbols.
Regardless of the data-rate, the receiver implements

down conversion, matched pulse filtering and chip-
rate sampling followed by framing the observation into
overlapping blocks of constant length of NP chips.
As shown in Figure 1(a), the resulting processing
block duration TP = NPTc is equal to Tmax + �̄τ. The
processing period Tmax = QuTu, which is also equal
to the maximum spreading factor Lmax × Tc, contains
integer numbers of symbols Qu targeted for detection
in each block for user u. The frame overlap �̄τ < Tmax,
which is larger than the delay spread to allow multipath
tracking [19], comprises Q�̄,u = ��̄τ/Tu� symbols
for user u and translates into a maximum temporal
expansion of each symbol within the processing block
from Tu to Tu + �̄τ at the receiver (see dark grey areas
in Figure 1(a)). Hence we obtain the M × NP matched-
filter observation matrix [16]:

Yn = [Yn(0), Yn(Tc), . . . , Yn((NP − 1)Tc)] (2)

where

Yn(t) = 1

Tc

∫
Dφ

X(nTmax + t + t′)φ(t′) dt′ (3)

X(t) is the observation vector received by the antenna
array and Dφ is the temporal support of the chip pulse
φ(t). Yn can be expressed as

Yn =
U∑

u=1

ψu
nY

u
n + Nth

n (4)

where each user u contributes its user-observation
matrix Yu

n scaled by its total received power
(ψu

n)2 and where the base-band preprocessed thermal
noise contributes Nth

n . Note that we consider a
closed-loop power-controlled system to ensure an
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Fig. 1. Signal structure of the data block and construction of the null constraints of Cn for the canonic ISR modes (H, R, and
TR) and the hybrid TR/R mode: desired symbols to be extracted are in dark grey, edge symbols from adjacent frames are in
white, zero elements are in light grey. We construct Cd,k

n by excluding sd
k,nY

d
k,n from the various summations in the TR, R, and

TR/R modes.

equal received power for all users having the
same modulation/spreading factor combination. In the
following, we assume that the base station targets
NI interfering users (presumably with high data-rate
and/or strong power) for joint suppression among the
U active users (e.g., all incell users). Using Equation
(4) and defining a vector V as matrix V reshaped
columwise, we can rewrite the matched-filtering
observation matrix for the desired user assigned index
d ∈ {1, . . . , NI} with respect to its kth symbol targeted
for detection for k = 0, . . . , Qd − 1 in the following
vector form [16]:

Yn =
NI∑
i=1

Qi+Q�̄,i−1∑
k=−Q�̄,i

si,k
n Y i

k,n + Nn (5)

= sd,k
n Yd

k,n︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired signal

+
NI∑
i=1
i�=d

ψi
nY

i
n

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Id

MAI,n

+
Qd+Q�̄,d−1∑
k′=−Q�̄,d

k′ �=k

sd,k′
n Yd

k′,n

︸ ︷︷ ︸
I

d,k

ISI,n

+Nn

(6)

= sd,k
n Yd

k,n + Id,k
n + Nn (7)

where sd,k
n = ψd

nbd
k,n is the kth signal component and

Yd
k,n is the canonic user-observation vector due to the

kth symbol. Id
MAI,n and I

d,k
ISI,n are the multiple access

interference and the inter-symbol interference to be
suppressed with the respect to the kth symbol of user
d. The noise vector Nn comprises the preprocessed

thermal noise and the rest of the active users. Note that
in Equation (5) the summation over the symbol index k

ranges from −Q�̄,i to Qi + Q�̄,i − 1, instead of 1 to
Qi as calculated by the low-rate decorrelator (LDR) [4].
Due asynchronism and multipath propagation, the data
block includes all the desired symbols to be extracted
and the contribution from adjacent blocks, namelyQ�̄,i

past symbols and Q�̄,i future symbols.
As an alternative to the decomposition over symbols

of Equation (5), the parametric data decomposition
introduced in Reference [16] shows that we can
separate the user-observation vector over contributions
from the Nf = MP diversity branches or fingers as

Yn =
NI∑
i=1

Nf∑
f=1

ψi
nζ

i
f,nY

i,f
n + Nn (8)

where finger f = (p − 1)M + m denotes antenna m ∈
1, . . . , M and propagation path p ∈ 1, . . . , P , ζu

f,l

stands for the corresponding propagation coefficient,
and Y

i,f
n is the diversity-observation vector. The two

decompositions of the user-observation vector (i.e.,
over symbols or diversity branches) can be combined
as follows:

Yn =
NI∑
i=1

Qi+Q�̄,i−1∑
k=−Q�̄,i

Nf∑
f=1

ψi
nb

i
nQi+kζ

i
f,nY

i,f
k,n + Nn

(9)
where Y

i,f
k,n is the canonic diversity-observation vector

[16]. Hence, we can detail the structure of the
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ANALYSIS OF MULTI-USER DETECTION 5

interference Id,k
n (introduced in Equation (5)) as

Id,k
n =

NI∑
i=1

Qi+Q�̄,i−1∑
k′=−Q�̄,i

Nf∑
f=1

ψi
nb

i
nQi+k′ζi

f,nY
i,f

k′,nδ
k,k′
d,i

=
NI∑
i=1

Qi+Q�̄,i−1∑
k′=−Q�̄,i

Nf∑
f=1

Z
i,f

k′,nδ
k,k′
d,i (10)

where δ
k,k′
d,i = 0 if d = i and k = k′, and 1 otherwise,

and

Z
i,f

k′,n = ψi
nb

i
nQi+k′ζi

f,nY
i,f

k′,n (11)

The resulting decomposition permits the proposed
multi-user receiver to combat both ISI and MAI and to
efficiently detect multi-rate signals as explained in the
next section.

3. Hybrid ISR for Multi-Rate CDMA

To summarize the ISR detection concept, we provide
a geometric interpretation of some ISR canonic
modes. In the general case, the total interference
Id,k
n is an unknown random vector which lies in

an interference subspace spanned by a user-symbol-
specific constraint matrix Cd,k

n with dimension that
depends on the number of interference parameters
estimated separately. The more interference parameters
we estimate, the fewer dimensions Nc (number of
constraints) are needed to characterize the interference
subspace for suppression. However, the sensitivity
of the suppression method to parameter estimation
errors also increases. A number of alternative modes
are available to construct the constraint matrix Cd,k

n

[16] as illustrated in Figure 1. In Figure 1(b), the H
(hypotheses) mode nulls the signal vector from each
interfering symbol of each interferer by assigning a
null-constraint column to each received edge (see white

areas in Figure 1(b)) or desired (see dark grey areas in
Figure 1(b)) symbol from each user after convolution
with the propagation channel (see Figure 1(a)) and
hence introduces robustness to symbol data estimation
errors. The D (diversities) mode, not illustrated in
Figure 1 because it requires a data decomposition
over paths different from the one in Figure 1(a)
based on symbols, nulls the signal vector from each
interfering finger and hence gains additional robustness
to channel estimation errors. A combination of the
H and D modes, referred to as HD mode, results in
a structure similar to the path-by-path decorrelator
which provides robustness to channel and symbol data
estimation errors. This mode will not be considered
in the remainder of the paper due to its prohibitive
complexity. In Figure 1(c), the R (realizations) mode
nulls the signal vector of each interferer by assigning
a null-constraint column to the data received from
each user after symbol modulation and summation of
the corresponding user’s constraint columns in the H
mode (see Figure 1(c)) and hence is less sensitive to
power estimation errors. In Figure 1(d), the TR (total
realizations) mode nulls the total interference vector
by assigning a single null-constraint column to the total
received data after summation of all constraint columns
over users in the R mode and hence requires accurate
estimation of all the channel and data parameters of
the NI interferers. It is similar to the PIC detector,
only it implements a more accurate nulling (projection)
instead of subtraction.

In terms of computational complexity, the TR mode
stands out as the least complex and the more practical
ISR mode for implementation. Potential upgrade to
the R mode can offer a relatively large performance
gain (as illustrated later by simulations); however,
it also requires a more than twofold increase in
complexity. The HD mode, which is the most complex
mode, offers even more computationally-expensive
performance gains. In Table I, we provide estimates
of the complexity for different items of ISR. The
complexity of the ISR technique is mainly determined

Table I. Estimated complexity items for ISR. δ̄(Nc) = 0 if Nc = 1, and 1 otherwise. L�̄ = ��τ/Tc�. nID = 10 if low Doppler, and 1 otherwise.

Complexity items for ISR

Calculation of Yd
k,n

MLdL�̄QdNI

Reconstruction ofCd,k
n M(2L2

�̄
/(QdLd ) + Ld )QdNI

Projection �
d,k
n 4MNc(Ld + L�̄)QdNI + δ̄(Nc)

[
2M(N2

c /Qd )NPNI + (N3
c /Qd + N2

c )NI
]

Estimation of s
d,k
n 6M(Ld + L�̄)QdNI

Channel identification 1
nID

(2ML�̄ + ML�̄L)QdNI
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6 B. SMIDA AND S. AFFES

by the number of users to be cancelled NI, and the
total Nc imposed by the rejection mode. Hence, for a
given multi-user system, increasing Nc will increase
the complexity of the detection technique.

These observations prompt us to propose a hybrid
ISR detection technique that provides a wider range of
performance/complexity tradeoffs in multi-rate traffic.
Instead of detecting all active users targeted for
suppression with the same canonic ISR mode, hybrid
ISR splits them into several groups based on their data
rate, then applies different canonic ISR modes for their
nulling. It simultaneously rejects the interference from
the high-rate and low-rate users with different canonic
ISR modes. As one example illustrated in Figure 1(d),
a hybrid of the R and TR modes, referred to as TR/R,
nulls the received data from each high-rate user and the
total received data over all low-rate users by assigning,
respectively, an individual null-constraint column to
each high-rate user and a single null-constraint column
to the remaining low-rate users after partial summation
of the constraint columns in the R mode over the low-
rate users only (see Figure 1(d)). It hence combines
the robustness of the R mode with the computational
efficiency of the TR mode (see simulation results in
Section 5). More generally, this new hybrid approach
offers a wider range of hybrid suppression modes.
The hybrid constraint matrix will have the following
form:

Ĉd,k
n =


 NTR∑

i=1

Qi+Q�̄,i−1∑
k′=−Q�̄,i

Nf∑
f=1

ψ̂i
nb̂

i
nQi+k′ ζ̂i

f,nŶ
i,f

k′,nδ
k,k′
d,i


. . . ,

Qi+Q�̄,i−1∑
k′=−Q�̄,i

Nf∑
f=1

b̂i
nQi+k′ ζ̂i

f,nŶ
i,f

k′,nδ
k,k′
d,i , . . .




NTR+NR

i=NTR+1
. . . ,

Qi+Q�̄,i−1∑
k′=−Q�̄,i

b̂i
nQi+k′ Ŷ

i,f

k′,nδ
k,k′
d,i , . . .




(NTR+NR+ND,Nf )

(i,f )=(NTR+NR+1,1)
. . . ,

Nf∑
f=1

ζ̂i
f,nŶ

i,f

k′,nδ
k,k′
d,i , . . .




(NTR+NR+ND+NH,Qi+Q�̄,i−1)

(i,k′)=(NTR+NR+ND+1,−Q�̄,i){
. . . , Ŷ

i,f

k′,n, . . .
}(NI,Nf ,Qi+Q�̄,i−1)

(i,f,k′)=(NTR+NR+ND+NH+1,1,−Q�̄,i)




(12)

where δ
k,k′
d,i = 0 if (i, k′) = (d, k), and 1 otherwise.

NTR, NR, ND, NH , and NHD are the number of
users in groups detected by the canonic modes TR,
R, D, H, and HD, respectively. The total number

of constraints is Nc = 1 + NR + NDNf + NH (Qh
i +

2Qh
�̄,i

) + NHDNf (Qhd
i + 2Qhd

�̄,i
), where Qm

i + 2Qm
�̄,i

is the number of symbols in the processing block of
user i detected by mode m. Provided that an estimate
of the constraint matrix Ĉd,k

n is made available at the
receiver, we can eliminate the total interference and yet
achieve distortionless response to the desired signal by
imposing the following constraints to the combiner:

{
Wd,k

n

H
Ŷ

d

k,n = 1

Wd,k
n

HĈd,k
n = 0

(13)

The first constraint guarantees a distortionless
response to the desired signal while the second
directs a null to the total interference realization and
thereby cancels it. Exploiting the general framework
developed in Reference [16], the solution to the specific
optimization problem in Equation (38) is the hybrid
ISR combiner Wd,k

n given as follows:

Qn =
(
ĈH

n Ĉn

)−1
, �d,k

n = INT − ĈnQnĈd,kH
n ,

Wd,k
n = �

d,k
n Ŷ

d
k,n

Ŷ
dH

k,n �
d,k
n Ŷ

d
k,n

(14)

where Cn is formed by adding the contribution of the
kth symbol of the desired user to the constraint matrix
Cd,k

n , NT = M × NP is the total space dimension, and
INT denotes an NT × NT identity matrix. We extract

Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. 2009; 9:1–20
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ANALYSIS OF MULTI-USER DETECTION 7

the kth signal component of the dth user as

ŝd,k
n = Wd,kH

n Yn (15)

Such a hybrid multi-user detector adapts efficiently
to multi-rate transmissions with mixed spreading
factors and/or modulations (as well as multi-code).
Note that, in Reference [16], a MUD technique for
the mixed rate scenario was proposed and referred to
as Group/Hybrid detection. This technique suggests
the construction of two constraint matrices (inter-
group and intra-group) and two different projectors,
then projects the observation vector successively on
each interference subspace. In this paper, in contrast
to the former approach, we propose a unique hybrid
constraint matrix and we null a combined and unique
interference subspace in a single processing step
and hence significantly reduce the computational
complexity. We simultaneously reject the interference
from the high-rate and low-rate users with different
canonic ISR modes.

4. Detection Mode Assignment
Strategy

The main feature of hybrid ISR is that it splits
users into several groups based on their data-rate and
power, then applies different canonic ISR modes for
their nulling. A key element in this approach is the
mode assignment strategy, i.e., how to assign modes
to the different groups of users so as to maximize
the total multi-cellular system throughput, given an
operating condition (i.e., propagation environment,
multi-rate distribution, complexity limit). Indeed, we
notice that a potential upgrade to more robust detection
modes will not only increase the complexity but also
result in more severe noise enhancement. Indeed, even
though higher-complexity modes are able to effectively
suppress interference despite the estimation errors,
their performance suffers from a problem known as
noise enhancement. During the combining process,
the noise and residual interference components‖ in
the received signal are also scaled by the combiner.
This has been shown to result in greater noise and
residual interference power. Note that in realistic
cellular systems the background noise comes not only

‖ The residual interference is due to wrong tentative data
decisions, channel estimation errors, and power control
errors.

from the thermal noise but also from other sources such
as intercell interference which can be relatively strong.
Consequently, in the case where noise and residual
interference are stronger than the total interference,
the mode with higher complexity is likely to perform
worse than the mode with lower complexity. It is
therefore inefficient to apply a complex mode in an
environment where it does not significantly outperform
modes with lower complexity. To address this issue,
we derive a link/system-level performance analysis of
multi-cellular CDMA with hybrid ISR of multi-rate
transmissions.

4.1. Link-Level Performance Analysis

This section is dedicated to the link-level performance
analysis of the hybrid ISR receiver based on the GA. We
exploit the analysis results of single-rate ISR recently
developed in Reference [17] at the link-level and
extend them to hybrid ISR. Additionally, we broaden
the scope of the analysis to include carrier frequency
mismatch, channel identification errors, and imperfect
power control.

The post-combined signal can be formulated as

ŝd,k
n = Wd,k

n

H
Yn = Ŷ

d

k,n

H
Yd

k,n

‖Ŷ d

k,n‖2
sd,k
n + δ

d,k
MAI,n

+ δ
d,k
ISI,n + Wd,kH

n Nn (16)

where δ
d,k
MAI,n is the residual MAI and δ

d,k
ISI,n is the

residual ISI. We assume here that the interference
rejection residuals δ

d,k
MAI,n and δ

d,k
ISI,n are Gaussian

random variables with zero mean. Hence, we
only need to evaluate their variances. Note that
the residuals would be null (i.e., δ

d,k
MAI,n = δ

d,k
ISI,n =

0) if the reconstruction of the interference were
perfect (i.e., Î

d

k,n = Id
k,n) and hence ŝd,k

n = sd,k
n +

Wd,k
n

H
Nn would be corrupted only by the residual

noise, which is Gaussian with zero mean and
variance

Var
[
Wd,k

n

H
Nn

]
= κ̄σ2

N (17)

where κ̄ = E[‖Wd,k
n ‖2] = NT

NT −Nc+1 is a measure of
the enhancement of the white noise compared to
MRC (κ̄ = 1 for MRC) [20]. However, in practice the
interference vector is reconstructed erroneously due
to wrong tentative data decisions, channel estimation
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errors, and power control errors and hence ŝd,k
n is

further corrupted by non-null residual interference

rejection components. Therefore, we introduce the
error indicating variables ξi

k,n = b̂i∗
k,n bi

k,n, βi
f,n =

ζ̂i∗
f,nζ

i
f,n/‖ζ̂i

f,n‖2, and λi
n = ψ̂i∗

n ψi
n/‖ψ̂i

n‖2, where (·)∗
means complex conjugate. ξi

k,n models the symbol
estimation error at previous stage (note that MRC is the
initial stage). λi

n and β
i,f
n characterize the power control

error and the channel identification error, respectively.
ξi
k,n, βi,f

n , and λi
n equal 1 when the estimated data sym-

bol, the estimated channel, and the power control are
perfect; otherwise they are complex numbers. In this
analysis, we assume that each user’s path and its cor-
responding time-delay has been accurately ascertained

(i.e., Ŷ
i,f

k,n = Y
i,f
k,n). We can rewrite Equation (9) as

Yn = Yd
n,k +

NI∑
i=1

Qi+Q�̄,i−1∑
k′=−Q�̄,i

Nf∑
f=1

ψi
nb

i
k′,nζ

i
f,nY

i,f

k′,nδ
k′,k
d,i + Nn

= Yd
n,k +

NI∑
i=1

Qi+Q�̄,i−1∑
k′=−Q�̄,i

Nf∑
f=1

ψ̂i
nb̂

i
k′,nζ̂

i
f,nξ

i
k′,nβ

i
f,nλ

i
nŶ

i,f

k′,nδ
k′,k
d,i + Nn

= Yd
n,k +

NI∑
i=1

Qi+Q�̄,i−1∑
k′=−Q�̄,i

Nf∑
f=1

ξi
k′,nβ

i
f,nλ

i
nẐ

i,f

k′,nδ
k′,k
d,i + Nn (18)

The signal after hybrid ISR combining is then

Wd,kH

n Yn = Ŷ
d

k,n

H
Yd

k,n

‖Ŷ d

k,n‖2
sd,k
n +

NI∑
i=1

Qi+Q�̄,i−1∑
k′=−Q�̄,i

Nf∑
f=1

ξi
k′,nβ

i
f,nλ

d
nW

d,kH

n Ẑ
i,f

k′,nδ
k′,k
d,i + Wd,kH

n Nn (19)

The hybrid ISR combiner Wd,k
n satisfies the

optimization property in Equation (13), thus

Wd,kH

n Ĉd,k
n = 0 =⇒




NTR∑
i=1

Qi+Q�̄,i−1∑
k′=−Q�̄,i

Nf∑
f=1

Wd,kH

n ψ̂i
nb̂

i
nQi+k′ ζ̂i

f,nŶ
i,f

k′,nδ
k,k′
d,i

= 0


Qi+Q�̄,i−1∑

k′=−Q�̄,i

Nf∑
f=1

Wd,kH

n b̂i
nQi+k′ ζ̂i

f,nŶ
i,f

k′,nδ
k,k′
d,i


NTR+NR

i=NTR+1

= 0


Qi+Q�̄,i−1∑

k′=−Q�̄,i

Wd,kH

n b̂i
nQi+k′ Ŷ

i,f

k′,nδ
k,k′
d,i


(NTR+NR+ND,Nf )

(i,f )=(NTR+NR+1,1)

= 0 (20)

[
Nf∑
f=1

Wd,kH

n ζ̂i
f,nŶ

i,f

k′,nδ
k,k′
d,i

](NTR+NR+ND+NH ,Qi+Q�̄,i−1)

(i,k′)=(NTR+NR+ND+1,−Q�̄,i)

= 0

[
Wd,kH

n Ŷ
i,f

k′,nδ
k,k′
d,i

](NI,Nf ,Qi+Q�̄,i−1)

(i,f,k′)=(NTR+NR+ND+NH +1,1,−Q�̄,i)
= 0

This result allows us to derive the variance of
the interference rejection residuals, as shown in the
Appendix. There we exploit the expressions for the
variance of the channel identification error derived in
Reference [18] and for the variance of the power control
error derived in Reference [21]. Let ψ̄2

d = E[(ψd)2] be
the average power of the desired user and ψ̄2

i be the
average interference power of user i which varies with
the spreading factor and modulation format. The vari-
ance of the residual MAI interferences can be written as

Var
[
δ
d,k
MAI,n

]
= 1

Ld

NI∑
i=1
i�=d

I(ψ̄2
i , mi) (21)
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The interference term I(ψ̄2
i , mi) from user i depends

on the power of the interferer as well as on the canonic
suppression mode mi applied to this user:

I(ψ̄2
i , mi) =




ψ̄2
i κ̄, mi = MRC

ψ̄2
i κ̄
[
(1 + ρβ(fD + �f ))(1 + ρλ) − ρTR

ξ (fD + �f )
]
, mi = TR

ψ̄2
i κ̄
[
(1 + ρβ(fD)) − ρR

ξ (fD)
]
, mi = R

ψ̄2
i κ̄
[
1 − ρD

ξ

]
, mi = D

ψ̄2
i κ̄
[
(1 + ρβ(fD)) − 1

]
, mi = H

0, mi = HD

(22)

where fD and �f are the maximum Doppler frequency
and the carrier frequency offset, respectively. The
expressions for the variance of the normalized channel
identification error ρβ(f ) = E[(βi

f,n)2], the variance

of the power control error ρλ = E[(λi
n)2], ρTR

ξ (f ) =
Ei,i′,k,k′,f,f ′,(i,k,f )�=(i′,k′,l′)

[
ξi
k,nβ

i
f,nλ

i
nξ

i′∗
k′,nβ

i′∗
f ′,nλ

i′
n

]
,

ρR
ξ (f ) = Ek,k′,f,f ′,(k,f )�=(k′,f ′)

[
ξi
k,nβ

i
f,nξ

i∗
k′,nβ

i∗
f ′,n

]
, and

ρD
ξ = Ek,k′,k �=k′

[
ξi
k,nξ

i∗
k′,n

]
are derived for a Rayleigh

fading channel with P paths to yield

ρβ(f ) =
Pµ

(
κ̄σ2

N + Var
[
δd

MAI,k,n

] + Var
[
δd

ISI,k,n

])
2

(
1 − µψ̄2

i

2

)

+ 2

[
1 − B0

(
2πfTi

µψ̄2
i

)]

ρλ = 4π2(fD × PCD)2

P − 1
(23)

and

ρTR
ξ (f ) =

ρξ

[
MP(NI − 1)(Qi + 2Q�̄,i + 1) + (1 + ρλ)(MP − 1)(Qi + 2Q�̄,i) + (1 + ρλ)(1 + ρβ(f ))(Qi + 2Q�̄,i)

]
+ (1 + ρλ)(MP − 1)

NIMP(Qi + 2Q�̄,i + 1) − 1

ρR
ξ (f ) =

ρξ

[
(MP − 1)(Qi + 2Q�̄,i) + (1 + ρβ(f ))(Qi + 2Q�̄,i)

]
+ MP − 1

MP(Qi + 2Q�̄,i + 1) − 1

ρD
ξ =

ρξ

[
MP(Qi + 2Q�̄,i)

]
+ MP − 1

MP(Qi + 2Q�̄,i + 1) − 1
(24)

where ρξ = (1 − (1 − cos(2π/Mi))Si
MRC)2, µ is

the channel identification adaptation step-size, B0 the
Bessel function of the first kind of order 0, PCD the
power control feedback delay, and Si

MRC is the symbol
error rate after previous stage (we implement MRC
combining at the first stage). Equation (22) reveals
important characteristics of hybrid ISR. It shows
that the variance of the residual MAI interference

depends on the detection mode. Indeed, the variance
of the interference rejection residuals of the TR mode,

I(ψ̄2
i , TR), is affected by the estimation error of

all the channel, power control and data parameters
represented by ρβ(fD + �f ), ρλ, and ρTR

ξ (fD + �f ).
The R mode nulls the signal vector of each interferer
and hence I(ψ̄2

i , R) is not affected by neither the
power control error (i.e., ρλ) nor the carrier frequency
offset (i.e., �f ).¶ The performance of the D mode
is not affected by the channel and power estimation
errors, but I(ψ̄2

i , D) depends on the data estimation
error specified by ρD

ξ . The H mode, unlike the TR, R
and D modes, is robust to the data estimation error
but its performance deteriorates when the channel
estimation error denoted by ρβ(fD) increases. The
HD mode (i.e., path-by-path decorrelator) is not
affected by imperfect rejection of the interference
(I(ψ̄2

i , HD) = 0), hence its performance is determined
by the background noise. It follows from Equation
(23) that ρβ(f ) is dependent on the noise and
residual interference variance. Due to the analytical
complexity of the problem, we have resorted to a worst

case analysis for which we have Var
[
δd

MAI,k,n

] +
Var

[
δd

ISI,k,n

] = 1
Ld

∑NI
i=1
i�=d

ψ̄2
i . This amounts to assum-

ing that all the users are detected by simple MRC.

¶ We assume here that the frequency offset is small compared
to the observation interval.
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Hence the gains due to interference rejection are
not taken into account when evaluating the channel
identification error, and ρβ(f ) becomes

ρβ(f ) =
Pµ

(
κ̄σ2

N + κ̄
Ld

∑NI
i=1
i�=d

ψ̄2
i

)

2

(
1 − µψ̄2

i

2

)

+ 2

[
1 − B0

(
2πfTi

µψ̄2
i

)]
(25)

The variances of the residual ISI interferences can
be written as

Var
[
δ
d,k
ISI,n

]
= I

(
ψ̄2

d, md

)(
κ̄ − 1 + δis

)
/κ̄ (26)

where δis(0 ≤ δis < 1) is a measure of the relative
impact of the interference generated by the other paths
on a given path of the desired user [17]. The SNR of
the desired user can be estimated as

SNRd
ISR = Mψ̄2

d

Var
[
δd

MAI,k,n

]
+ Var

[
δd

ISI,k,n

]
+ κ̄σ2

N

(27)

The BER performance of the dth user’s hybrid ISR
receiver is then given as follows:

Pd
e = �(SIRd

ISR) (28)

where � represents the single-user bound (SUB),
which is classically defined as a conditional Gaussian
Q-function over ψd and ψi. When using this classical
representation, the average BER is derived by first
finding the pdfs of ψd and ψi and then averaging
over those pdfs. Since it is difficult to find a simple
expression for the pdfs of ψd and ψi, we may consider
an approximative pdf. In this analysis, we choose to
simulate � without imposing any pdf approximation.

The link-level performance analysis leads to a
fundamental insight into the hybrid ISR mechanisms. It
confirms that hybrid ISR performance varies from user
to user and depends on a wide variety of factors such as
the detection mode, the propagation environment (data,
channel, and power control estimation errors), and the
strength of the background noise. It also shows that we
should assign more robust modes to the groups of users
that generate higher transmission power to improve
the overall performance of the system. In multi-rate

transmission, all the users (and especially the low-
power users) require increased protection against the
strong interference of the high-power users. Therefore,
increasing the robustness of the detection mode of the
group of high-power users will reduce the residual
interference of all users.

To validate the link-level performance analysis, we
consider a dual-rate system and the combination of the
TR and R, D, or H modes in hybrid ISR. We select
the setup that will be introduced in Section 5. We also
assume a frequency offset �f = 200 Hz (i.e., about
0.1 ppm). The users targeted for suppression are split
into two groups, a larger number of Nl users with low
data rate and a smaller number of Nh users with high
data-rate. The hybrid TR/R and TR/H modes null the
low data-rate groups with the canonic TR mode and
they null the high data-rate users with the canonic R
and H modes, respectively. The multi-rate environment
is simulated with Nl = 20 BPSK users and Nh = 10
8PSK users with spreading factors of L = 128 and
L = 32, corresponding to transmission rates of 30 Kb/s
and 360 Kb/s, respectively. In Figure 2(a), we plot the
link-level performance of both BPSK and 8PSK users
with the hybrid TR/R and TR/H modes along with the
canonic TR, R, D, and H modes. It is seen that there is in
general a very good match between the analytical and
simulation results. The impact of the number of high-
rate users and their spreading factor on the accuracy
of the analytical analysis is illustrated in Figure 2(b)
and (c). It is seen, not surprisingly, that the GA is less
accurate when the number of users and/or the spreading
factor are low. To illustrate the impact of speed on
the performance analysis, we illustrate in Figure 2(d)
the link-level performance of both BPSK and 8PSK
users with high Doppler (V = 50 Kmph). Note that
the channel estimation error increases with the mobile
speed. Since our performance analysis considers the
channel estimation error, there is a very good match
between the analytical and simulation results.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the most general
CDMA link-level performance analysis available in the
literature. Indeed it takes into account data, channel and
power control errors, holds for multi-rate transmissions
and MUD, and applies to the MRC receiver and the
path-by-path decorrelator.

4.2. Link-Level Performance Analysis of PIC
Technique

For comparison purposes, we also analyze as an
additional contribution the link-level performance of
the parallel interference cancellation (PIC) technique.
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Fig. 2. BER versus SNR in dB for BPSK and 8PSK users with different setups: (a) 10 high-rate users (8PSK, L = 32), 20
low-rate users (BPSK, L = 128), and the speed V = 5 km/h, (b) 2 high-rate users (8PSK, L = 32), 20 low-rate users (BPSK,
L = 128), and the speed V = 5 km/h, (c) 10 high-rate users (8PSK, L = 16), 20 low-rate users (BPSK, L = 128), and the speed

V = 5 km/h, and (d) 10 high-rate users (8PSK, L = 32), 20 low-rate users (BPSK, L = 128) and the speed V = 50 km/h.
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12 B. SMIDA AND S. AFFES

To do so, we derive an expression for the variance of
the MAI interference as follows#:

IMAI(PIC) =
NI∑
i=1
i�=d

Qi+Q�̄,i−1∑
k=−Q�̄,i

Nf∑
f=1

Var
((

ψi
nb

i
k,nζ

i
f,n − ψ̂i

nb̂
i
k,nζ̂

i
f,n

)
Y

i,f
k,n

)

=
NI∑
i=1
i�=d

Qi+Q�̄,i−1∑
k=−Q�̄,i

Nf∑
f=1

E

[(
ξi
k,nβ

i
f,nλ

i
n − 1

)2
]

Var
(
ψi

nb
i
k,nζ

i
f,nY

i,f
k,n

)

= 1

Ld

NI∑
i=1
i�=d

ψ2
i E

[(
ξi
k,nβ

i
f,nλ

i
n − 1

)2
]

= 1

Ld

NI∑
i=1
i�=d

ψ2
i

(
1 + [1 + ρβ(fD + �f )][1 + ρλ] − 2

√
ρε

)
(29)

Note that when the channel and power control
estimation errors approach zero, such that ρβ(fD +
�f ) = ρλ = 0, Equation (29) reduces to the following
widely used equation (for BPSK modulation) [22]:

IMAI(PIC) = 1

Ld

NI∑
i=1
i�=d

ψ2
i

(
2 − 2

√
ρε

)

= 1

Ld

NI∑
i=1
i�=d

ψ2
i

(
4Si

MRC

)
(30)

4.3. System-Level Performance Analysis

The general problem we wish to address is how to
assign modes to the different groups of users so as to
maximize the total multi-cellular system throughput,
given an operating condition (i.e., propagation
environment, multi-rate distribution). Using the link-
level performance analysis established earlier, we will
propose a simple computation procedure to evaluate
the capacity in terms of number of users per cell for
a specific operating condition and mode assignment.
The capacity evaluation procedure provides a quick
selection of the best mode assignments at specific
operating conditions. The intercell interferences are
evaluated using the cellular model suggested by
Reference [2]. This simple model allows for analytical

# In the development of this equation, we consider the
properties of the error indicating variables that will be
introduced in the Appendix.

tractability on one hand, while giving insight into
practical systems on the other. The multi-cellular effect
on performance is specified by a single parameter,
namely the out-cell to in-cell interference ratio [2].

We translate the link-level results into system-level
results in terms of total throughput (or spectrum
efficiency) under the following four assumptions: (1)
All the cells have the same average load of C users
per cell. (2) All the cells have the same multi-rate
distribution: The C users are divided into G groups,
the proportion of users in the group g is denoted rg

(i.e.,
∑G

g=1 rg = 1). (3) Within each group g, all users

are received with an equal average power denoted ψ̄2
g.

(4) The out-cell to in-cell interference ratio is set to
f . Given these assumptions in an interference-limited
system (noise is low compared to interference), the
signal to interference ratio SIR of the users in the gth
group (ignoring ISI for simplicity) is

SIRg

ISR =
Mψ̄2

g

1
Lg

∑G

i=1
i�=g

CriI(ψ̄2
i
, mi) + 1

Lg
(Crg − 1)I(ψ̄2

g, mg) + κ̄f 1
Lg

∑G

i=1
Criψ̄

2
i

(31)

The maximum number of users that can access
the system can be hence calculated by the simple
procedure illustrated in Table II. For a specific
operating condition and mode assignment, the capacity
evaluation procedure computes the SIR for all groups of
users. In a multi-rate system, each group of users has its
own required SNR. The quality-of-service constraints
on the capacity become

∀g ∈ {1, . . . , G}, SIRg
ISR ≥ SNRg

req (32)

where SNRg
req is the required SNR derived from link-

level simulations to meet a BER of 5% in order to
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Table II. Capacity computation procedure.

1. Initialize capacity C = max{1/rg}, g ∈ {1, . . . , G}
2. Start computation loop:
2.1. Increment capacity C = C + 0.1
2.2. For each group of users g ∈ {1, . . . , G}

2.2.1. Compute the SIR with MRC

SIRg

MRC = Mψ̄2
g

1
Lg

∑G

i=1
i�=g

Criψ̄
2
i
+ 1

Lg
(Crg−1)ψ̄2

g+f 1
Lg

∑G

i=1
Criψ̄

2
i

2.2.2. Compute the symbol error rate SER after MRC stage
S

g

MRC = �(SIRg

MRC)
2.2.3. Compute β2(f ), ρβ(f ), ρλ, I(ψ̄2

g, mg)
2.2.4. Compute the SNR

SIRg

ISR = Mψ̄2
g

1
Lg

∑G

i=1
i�=g

CriI(ψ̄2
i
,mi)+ 1

Lg
(Crg−1)I(ψ̄2

g,mg)+κ̄f 1
Lg

∑G

i=1
Criψ̄

2
i

2.3. if for ∀g ∈ {1, . . . , G}, SIRg

ISR > SNRG
req go to 2.1, else exit

3. Decrement capacity C = C − 0.1

achieve a QoS of 10−6 after channel decoding. After
initialization, this procedure increments the capacity
C, until the SIRg

ISR given by Equation (31) no longer
exceeds the required SNRg

req. C is then reduced to
the largest value for which ∀g ∈ {1, . . . , G}, SIRg

ISR ≥
SNRg

req. In step 2.2.1, we use the fact that in each
group g, all users are received with equal power
denoted ψ̄2

g. Hence, the in-cell interference powers
before despreading resulting from the C − 1 in-cell
users are

∑G
i=1
i�=g

Criψ̄
2
i + (Crg − 1)ψ̄2

g. Assuming that

the out-cell to in-cell interference ratio is f [2],
the total received interference before despreading
is
∑G

i=1
i�=g

Criψ̄
2
i + (Crg − 1)ψ̄2

g + f
∑G

i=1 Criψ̄
2
i . The

total interference power is then reduced by the
processing gain Lg. In step 2.2.2, we evaluate the
symbol error rate Sd

MRC after the MRC stage as
follows:

S
g
MRC = �

(
SIRg

MRC

)
(33)

where � represents the SUB. In step 2.2.3, ϕβ(f ) is
computed with the worst case of noise and residual
interference variance. However, the step-size µ is
optimized with respect to the operating conditions to
minimize the channel identification error [18]. Thus,
the capacity is optimized over µ. This procedure
provides a simple performance evaluation tool for each
mode assignment,** which allows a quick selection

** The number of mode-assignment combinations equals
NG

m , where G is the number of groups of users and Nm is
the number of canonic modes (TR, R, D, H). Reducing the
total number of combinations is an issue to be addressed in
future works.

of the best hybrid ISR mode assignments at specific
operating conditions.

4.4. Computational Complexity

After we evaluate the total throughput provided
by the different mode assignments, we assess their
computational complexity in terms of Mops (Million
operation per second) per user. In Table I, we provide
an estimation of the complexity for different items
of ISR. The complexity of the ISR technique is
mainly determined by the number of users to be
cancelled NI, and the total Nc imposed by the
rejection mode. Hence, for a given multi-user system,
reducing Nc will reduce the complexity of the detection
technique. In wireless communication systems, there
is a practical limit to the number of processing
operations that can physically be supported. Taking
into consideration the complexity limit, we choose the
MUD mode that maximizes the total throughput of the
system.

5. Simulations

5.1. Simulation Setup

We consider the uplink of a CDMA base station with
M antennas operating at a chip rate of 3.840 Mcps and
a carrier frequency of 1.9 GHz. The Rayleigh fading
channel is frequency selective with 3 equal-power
paths. We assume a linear delay drift of 0.07 ppm for
each path. We implement closed-loop power control
operating at 1600 Hz and adjusting the power in steps
of ±0.5 dB. An error rate on the power control bit
of 5% and a feedback delay of PCD = 0.625 ms are
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simulated. All the channel parameters, varying in time,
are estimated by the spatio-temporal array-receiver
(STAR) [19].

In order to illustrate the mode assignment strategy
in a dual-rate environment, we first set a specific
scenario (i.e., the out-cell to in-cell interference ratio
f , the speed V , the number of receiving antennas
M, and the data-rate distribution). After deriving the
SUB � and the SNRreq

†† from BER‡‡ simulations,
we translate these link-level results into system-
level results using the capacity evaluation procedure
introduced in Section 4.3 for each detection mode. In
order to optimize the selection of the MUD mode for
multi-rate transmissions, we consider all the possible
combinations (cf. footnote 6). We then calculate the
complexity per user in Mops, for each detection mode,
in order to generate a plot of the total throughput versus
the complexity for the different mode assignments. For
comparison purposes, we also provide the performance
of the PIC technique and the MRC receiver. Note that
we assumed that the complexities of PIC and TR mode
are comparable.

5.2. Performance Analysis of Hybrid ISR

In the reference simulation setups, we set f = 0.3, V =
5 km/h, M = 2, and data-rate distribution: 80% BPSK
users and 20% 8PSK users with spreading factors of
L = 128 and L = 32. The link-level evaluation shows
that we should assign more robust modes to the groups
of users that generate higher transmission power. This
statement reduces the number of combinations to
10 for dual-rate transmission with {TR, R, D, H}
possible modes. In addition, we plot the performance
of MRC, PIC, and HD (path-by-path detector) for
comparison purposes. All these combinations are
shown in Figure 3(a). We observe that some detection
modes, plotted with circles, perform worst than less
complex modes. Indeed, even though these modes
are able to effectively suppress 8PSK interference
despite the channel estimation errors and/or the
near-far effect, their performance suffers from noise
enhancement. It is therefore inefficient to apply these

†† Measured at a BER 5% in order to achieve a QoS of 10−6

BER after FEC decoding.
‡‡ Note that the confidence interval can be derived from
the number of bits Nb over which the BER values were
calculated as roughly 10/Nb. The value of Nb is fixed to
Nb = max{3000/BER, 13 000} in all the simulations.

complex modes in an environment where they do
not outperform modes with lower complexity. In
order to capture in more detail the impact of some
operating conditions, we proceed in Figure 3(b)–(d) to
additional comparisons of the performance of different
mode assignments with different simulation setups. For
simplicity here, we plot the efficient modes only (the
modes that perform worst than less complex modes are
omitted).

In most situations the simplest modes TR and TR/R
provide generally very good performance. They offer
an average throughput 100% higher than with MRC.
Moreover, TR always outperforms PIC that possess
the same level of complexity. Therefore, TR is a very
attractive solution in most situations as it combines
affordable complexity with satisfactory performance.
On the other hand, as performance improves from one
mode to another, the complexity required increases
while the resulting capacity advantage decreases,
making the last capacity gain even more expensive to
obtain.

We also notice that pronounced near-far situations
make the application of the H mode to the 8PSK users
attractive. The advantage of applying the H mode is
confirmed in the scenarios where the speed increases
(V = 100 km/h) or the number of receiving antennas
reduces (M = 1). Indeed, Figure 3(b) shows that the
R/H and H modes outperform all other modes. But
when all user modulations are BPSK, the R/H and
H modes did not demonstrate a good performance.
The reason is that the data rate distribution: 80%
(BPSK, L = 128) and 20% (BPSK, L = 32) presents
a moderate near-far situation.

The influence of the channel identification accuracy
on the performance of the different detection modes
is shown in Figure 3(c). In situations where
channel identification is poor due to weak receiver
performance (i.e., step-size µ is not optimized),
the TR mode provides only 75% gain compared
to MRC. However, the D and D/H modes gain
interest and achieve a throughput 150% higher
than MRC.

In the fourth set of simulations, we assess the
impact of the out-cell to in-cell interference ratio
f on the performance of hybrid ISR. Hence, we
set f = 0.6 and f = 0. As shown in Figure 3(d),
increasing the out-cell to in-cell interference ratio
reduces the throughput of the system with all detection
modes but the deterioration is more dramatic for
the complex modes. The reason is that the out-cell
interference in the received signal is scaled by the
combiner. This has been shown to result in greater noise
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Fig. 3. The total throughput versus the complexity for the different mode assignments in dual-rate environment with different
simulation setup: (a) reference simulation setups Rs ≡ [f = 0.3, V = 5 km/h, M = 2 and data-rate distribution of 20% (BPSK,
L = 128) and 80% (8PSK, L = 32)], (b) Rs except the data-rate distribution of 20% (BPSK, L = 128) and 80% (BPSK, L = 32),

V = 100 km/h or M = 1, (c) Rs with poor channel identification (i.e., µ is not optimized), (d) Rs except f = 0 or f = 0.6.

power because of the noise enhancement phenomenon.
Consequently, in the case where the ratio f is large,
the background noise is prominent, which makes the
complex modes less attractive. This analysis leads
to the conclusion suggested in References [14] and
[15], that the out-of-cell interference will limit the
effectiveness of interference cancellation performed
within a single cell. Furthermore, we show that in the
realistic situation of non-perfect channel identification,
the residual in-cell interference will also limit the
performance of the robust detection mode. Note
that, since the HD mode is not affected by the
imperfect rejection of the interference (I(ψ̄2

i , HD) =
0), in the case of f = 0 its performance is limited

by the following fundamental constraint Nc < MNP .
In summary, apart from the hypothetic situations
where f = 0 or channel identification is very poor,
the TR mode with complexity of the order of PIC
represents the best performance/complexity tradeoff
in most situations. In practical scenarios, all modes
perform nearly as well in terms of spectrum efficiency
or total throughput. It is therefore inefficient to apply
complex modes. On the other hand, whenever the use of
complex modes (H or D/H) improves significantly the
throughput over less complex modes, the complexity
required increases rapidly due to the increase in the
number of users supported (i.e., both NI and Nc

increase) and hence becomes the practical bottleneck.
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Note that some of the results regarding the various
ISR modes have been shown before in Reference [16].
The key difference is that all the results in Reference
[16] were derived via Monte-Carlo simulations. One
significant contribution of this paper is the analytical
performance analysis. The performance analysis leads
to a fundamental insight into the ISR mechanisms and it
confirms and qualifies some the ISR properties revealed
by time-consuming simulations in a much broader
context. Results show that hybrid ISR modes offer a
wider range of performance/complexity tradeoffs for
multi-rate transmissions. In many operating conditions,
the TR/R mode performs almost as well as the
R mode but with much less complexity than the
R mode.

6. Conclusion

In this contribution, we proposed a hybrid ISR
scheme that, instead of suppressing all users with
the same canonic ISR mode, splits them into several
groups based on their data rates before applying
different canonic ISR modes for their nulling. The
resulting receiver is well adapted to multi-rate CDMA
transmissions with mixed spreading factors and/or
modulations (as well as multi-code) and offers a
wider range of suppression modes. We analyzed the
performance of hybrid ISR in a realistic multi-cellular
and multi-rate environment with mixed spreading
factors and/or modulations (as well as multi-code).
The performance analysis, which is based on the
GA and validated by simulations, takes into account
data estimation errors, carrier frequency mismatch,
imperfect power control, identification errors of time-
varying multipath Rayleigh channels, and intercell
interference. This analysis enabled us to optimize
the selection of the MUD mode for multi-rate
transmissions in different operating conditions. The ef-
fectiveness of interference cancellation is investigated
under different mobile speeds, numbers of receiving
antennas, near-far situations, channel estimation errors,
and out-cell to in-cell interference ratios. This
analysis enabled us to optimize the selection of
the MUD mode for multi-rate transmissions in
different operating conditions. This investigation leads
to the conclusion that because of the out-of-cell
interference, the residual in-cell interference, the noise
enhancement as well as low mobility, the simplest
MUD modes offer the best performance/complexity
tradeoff.
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Appendix:

Derivation of the Interference Variance

The signal after hybrid ISR combining is given by

Wd,kH

n Yn = Ŷ
d

k,n

H
Yd

k,n

‖Ŷ d

k,n‖2
sd,k
n +

NI∑
i=1

Qi+Q�̄,i−1∑
k′=−Q�̄,i

×
Nf∑
f=1

ξi
k′,nβ

i
f,nλ

d
nW

d,kH

n Ẑ
i,f

k′,nδ
k′,k
d,i

+ Wd,kH

n Nn (34)

Our goal is to estimate the variances Var
[
δ
d,k
MAI,n

]
and Var

[
δ
d,k
ISI,n

]
. Since the users are split into several

groups and different canonic ISR modes are applied
for their nulling, the residual interference from each
group can be assumed uncorrelated. Hence, we evaluate
the variance of the residual interference of each group
individually and then add the variances. Furthermore,
we calculate the variance of the residual interference
generated by each user separately for all the modes,
except for TR, because the hybrid ISR combiner
satisfies the optimization property in Equation (20).

Let us consider the general problem of deriving
the variance of the sum of random complex variables.
We first introduce the variables xα, α ∈ 1, . . . , Nt

and ξα, α ∈ 1, . . . , Nt , with the following properties:
E[ξαξ∗

α′ ] = Mξ , ∀α �= α′, E[ξαξ∗
α] = Vξ , E[xα] = 0,

and Var[
∑Nt

α=1 xα] = 0. Then we assume that ξα and
xα are independent. Thus we derive the variance as
follows:

Var

[
Nt∑

α=1

ξαxα

]
=

Nt∑
α=1

Var[ξαxα] +
Nt∑

α=1

Nt∑
α′=1α′ �=α

E[ξαξα′xαxα′ ]
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=
Nt∑

α=1

VξVar[xα] +
Nt∑

α=1

Nt∑
α′=1α′ �=α

E[ξαξα′ ]E[xαxα′ ]

=
Nt∑

α=1

VξVar[xα] +
Nt∑

α=1

Nt∑
α′=1α′ �=α

MξE[xαxα′ ] (35)

From Var[
∑Nt

α=1 xα] = 0 we have

Var

[
Nt∑

α=1

xα

]
=

Nt∑
α=1

Var[xα] +
Nt∑

α=1

Nt∑
α′=1α′ �=α

E[xαxα′ ]= 0

⇒
Nt∑

α=1

Nt∑
α′=1α′ �=α

E[xαxα′ ] = −
Nt∑

α=1

Var[xα] (36)

Then, by replacing Equation (36) in Equation (35) we
obtain

Var

[
Nt∑

α=1

ξαxα

]
= (Vξ − Mξ)

Nt∑
α=1

Var[xα] (37)

Now we apply the same procedure to derive the
variance of the residual interference of each group. The
hybrid ISR combiner Wd,k

n satisfies the optimization
property in Equation (20), thus




Var


∑NTR

i=1

Qi+Q�̄,i−1∑
k′=−Q�̄,i

Nf∑
f=1

Wd,kH

n Ẑ
i,f

k′,nδ
k,k′
d,i


 = 0

Var


λi

n

Qi+Q�̄,i−1∑
k′=−Q�̄,i

Nf∑
f=1

Wd,kH

n Ẑ
i,f

k′,nδ
k,k′
d,i


NTR+NR

i=NTR+1

= 0

Var


λi

nβ
i
f,n

Qi+Q�̄,i−1∑
k′=−Q�̄,i

Wd,kH

n Ẑ
i,f

k′,nδ
k,k′
d,i


(NTR+NR+ND,Nf )

(i,f )=(NTR+NR+1,1)

= 0

Var


λi

nξ
i
k′,n

Nf∑
f=1

Wd,kH

n Ẑ
i,f

k′,nδ
k,k′
d,i


(NTR+NR+ND+NH,Qi+Q�̄,i−1)

(i,k′)=(NTR+NR+ND+1,−Q�̄,i)

= 0

Var
[
λi

nξ
i
k′,nβ

i
f,nW

d,kH

n Ẑ
i,f

k′,nδ
k,k′
d,i

](NI,Nf ,Qi+Q�̄,i−1)

(i/f/k′)=(NTR+NR+ND+NH+1/1/−Q�̄,i)
= 0

(38)

We substitute xα and ξα by the corresponding value
(see Equation (38)) to derive the variance of the residual
interference generated by the different groups of users.

Mode TR : xα = Wd,kH

n Ẑ
i,f

k′,n and ξα = ξi
k,nβ

i
f,nλ

i
n

Mode R : xα = Wd,kH

n λi
nẐ

i,f

k′,n and ξα = ξi
k,nβ

i
f,n

Mode D : xα = Wd,kH

n λi
nβ

i
f,nẐ

i,f

k′,n and ξα = ξi
k,n

Mode H : xα = Wd,kH

n λi
nξ

i
k′,nẐ

i,f

k′,n and ξα = βi
f,n

Mode HD : xα = Wd,kH

n λi
nξ

i
k′,nβ

i
f,nẐ

i,f

k′,n and ξα = 1

(39)

In the following, we will derive the value of V TR
ξ

and MTR
ξ for the group detected by the TR mode

under the following three assumptions: (1) All the error
indicating variables ξi

k,n, βi
f,n, and λi

n are independent.

(2) All the random sequence variables (ξi
k,n)’s, (βi

f,n)’s,

and (λi
n)’s are independent and identically distributed.

(3) E[βi
f,n] = E[λi

n] = 1. Given these assumptions we

derive V TR
ξ as follows:

V TR
ξ = E

[
ξi
k,nβ

i
f,nλ

i
nξ

i∗
k,nβ

i∗
f,nλ

i∗
n

]
= E

[
ξi
k,nξ

i∗
k,n

]
E
[
βi

f,nβ
i∗
f,n

]
E
[
λi

nλ
i∗
n

]
= E

[
βi

f,nβ
i∗
f,n

]
E
[
λi

nλ
i∗
n

]
= [

1 + ρβ(fD + �f )
]

[1 + ρλ] (40)

In order to evaluate V TR
ξ , we exploit the expression

for the variance of the channel identification error
in Reference [18] and the variance of the power
control error in Reference [21]. Hence, ρβ(f ) =

1
meanf ‖ζ̂i

f,n
‖2 × β2(f ) = P × β2(f ), where β2(f ) is

defined in Equation (1.47) in Reference [18], and ρλ

varies with the Doppler frequency fD (Equation (51)
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in Reference [21]), yielding

ρβ(f ) =
Pµ

(
κ̄σ2

N + Var
[
δd

MAI,k,n

] + Var
[
δd

ISI,k,n

])
2

(
1 − µψ̄2

i

2

)

+ 2

[
1 − B0

(
2πfTi

µψ̄2
i

)]

ρλ = 4π2(fD × PCD)2

P − 1
(41)

where µ is the channel identification adaptation
step-size, B0 is the Bessel function of the first kind
of order 0, and PCD is the power control feedback
delay. Below we derive the expectation MTR

ξ =
Ei,i′,k,k′,f,f ′,(i,k,f )�=(i′,k′,l′)[ξi

k,nβ
i
f,nλ

i
nξ

i′∗
k′,n′βi′∗

f ′,nλ
i′
n].

Since we have

MTR
ξ =




E
[
ξi
k,nξ

i′∗
k′,n

] = E
[
ξi
k,n

]2
, i′ �= i

E
[
ξi
k,n

]2[1 + ρλ], i′ = i, k′ �= k, f ′ �= f

E
[
ξi
k,n

]2[1 + ρβ(fD + �f )][1 + ρλ], i′ = i, k′ �= k, f ′ = f

1 + ρλ, i′ = i, k′ = k, f ′ �= f

(42)

the value Mξ will be the weighted average ρTR
ξ (fD +

�f ) where

ρTR
ξ (f ) =

ρξ

[
MP(NI − 1)(Qi + 2Q�̄,i + 1) + (1 + ρλ)(MP − 1)(Qi + 2Q�̄,i) + (1 + ρλ)(1 + ρβ(f ))(Qi + 2Q�̄,i) + (1 + ρλ)(MP − 1)

]
NI × MP(Qi + 2Q�̄,i + 1) − 1

(43)

If the symbol error rate after the previous stage
Si

MRC � 1 (we implement an MRC combining at the
first stage), the value of ρξ = E[ξi

k,n]2 can be derived
as follows [17]:

ρξ = (
1 − (1 − cos(2π/Mi))S

i
MRC

)2
(44)

The variance of the residual interference generated
by all users in the group detected by the canonic mode
TR is

I(TR) = (
V TR

ξ − ρTR
ξ (fD + �f )

) NTR∑
i=1

Qi+Q�̄,i−1∑
k=−Q�̄,i

×
Nf∑
f=1

Var
(
ψi

nb
i
k,nζ

i
f,nW

d,kH

n Ŷ
i,f

k,n

)
(45)

We now assume that the combiner Wd,k
n and

ψi
nb

i
k,nζ

i
f,nŶ

i,f

n,k are uncorrelated. We also consider

that E[‖Wd,k
n ‖2] = κ̄, which is a measure of the

enhancement of the white noise compared to the MRC
combiner [17]. Hence the variance of the residual
interference from the group TR can be written as

I(TR) = 1

Ld

(
V TR

ξ − ρTR
ξ (fD + �f )

)
κ̄

NI∑
i=1

ψ̄2
i

= 1

Ld

NI∑
i=1

I(ψ̄2
i , TR) (46)

where Ld is the spreading factor of the desired
user. In the developments of Equation (46) above,
we exploited the expression for the variance of the
interference derived in Reference [23]. However, we
introduced a correction factor of 3/2 because we
consider practical square-root raised cosine pulses.
Indeed, the performance evaluation with a rectangular
pulse shape leads to an overestimation of the system
capacity by 3(1−R/4)

2 relative to the evaluation which
uses the square-root raised cosine filter with a roll-off
factor of R [24]. In order to derive the variance of the
residual interference of the groups of users detected by
the modes R, D and H, we calculate the variance of the
interference generated by each user separately. First,
we substitute xα and ξα by the corresponding value (see
Equation (38)). Then we follow the same procedure as
for the TR mode. It is important to mention here that
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there is no effect of the carrier frequency offset (CFO)
on the amount of residual interference for the R, D,
and H modes. Indeed the combiner Wd,kH

satisfies the
optimization property in Equation (20). Thus it is not
affected by the CFO of other users§§, i.e.,

∀ i �= d, Wd,kH

n Ŷ
i

n = 0 =⇒ Wd,kH

n e2π�f inTP Ŷ
i

n = 0

(47)
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